Population structure of malaria parasites: the driving epidemiological forces.
The population structure of Plasmodial parasites, especially Plasmodium falciparum, has received much attention in the recent years. Like many other micropathogens, the debate has focused on the clonality/sexuality question. Considered a panmictic species for very long, P. falciparum actually exhibits strong departures from panmictic expectations in many of its populations, which corroborates the proposal that it is able to undergo uniparental propagation.(1) The currently accepted idea to account for this surprising result is kind of "mechanical" self-fertilization due to the lack of availability of gametes with different genetic make-ups in low transmission areas. However, it could be misleading to make this simple working hypothesis a dogma, for many other explanations are possible (unknown cycles, sibling species, mating types) that deserve to be explored as well. The consequences of this combination of uniparental(1) and sexual propagation on the circulation of genes of interest (drug resistance, antigenic variability, pathogenicity) are discussed, together with the need to use more sophisticated technologies, analysing much broader samples and considering better the host and vector factors in P. falciparum population dynamics.